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MONDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1947

Class of '51 Names Justice President; IFounders' Day Program 'Adiseshiah Appeals for Student Relief;
Elect Other Officers for School Year To Feature Address by Stresses Urgent Need in V-Forum Talk
Gen. H. H. Arnold, AAF Th e Forum was addressed Wednesday evening by Dr. Malcolm
by Barbara Shuxnaker '50
Adiseshiah, Secretary of the International Student Service. He delivered
The secret of the frosh officers was revealed Tuesday evening at
the annual freshman banquet. After evadIng the sophs for two days, Ursinus college will observe its a message of greeting and appreciation from tpe students in Europe,
Floyd Justice arrived unharmed to take the presiden t 's chair. Ot her seventy-seventh anniversary Wed- Indinesia, Ondia and Asia, to the students in America. In a short
frosh officers include Jim Duncan, vice-president; Betty Rilling, sec- nesday afternoon at t he Founders' time the speaker made it obvious that "freedom from want is necesDay Convocation in Bomber ger
sary to students.
retary; and Ed Huss, treasurer.
Hall. . Following the traditional
Dr. Adiseshiah described the arATTENTION, DAY STUDENTS
Despite all efforts of the sophomores to prevent the frosh from academic procession of the facult y
rival of gift packages from the
electing officers, the task was accomplished with the aid of the Junior at 2:30 p. m., t he highligh t of the
A representative to t he Men's
University of Pennsylvania at a
class. Although adIhittapce to the
exercises, General Henry H . .A1:nStuden t Council will be elected
university in Rumania, in a
election was zealously guarded by
old's address "A Return to Collegetomorrow in the Men's day
country where there has been no
practically the entire football team,
ville," will be given.
study at 12:30 sh arp. Day stugrain crop in the past two years
the sophs managed to get a pretty
During t he ceremony Dr. Norman
den ts are urged to come out
and no milk, potatoes, or butter in
accurate idea of the results as evi- Monday, October 20
E. McClure, president of the Coland vote.
t he same time. The students were
denced by the two day search for
Debating Club, 6:30
lege, will present General Arnold,
more than grateful for their
Justice, who, deciding that "disBeardwood Chemical Society,
the former head of the Army Air
packages.
eretion is the better part of valor,"
7:00, S-12
Force, with an honorary Doctor of
Students Get Skimpy Rations
removed himself from the scene of
AVC, 8:00
Laws degree.
activity for several days preceding
English Club, 9:00
Teaching conditions in Rumania
Captain Robert L. Porter, Jr., of
the affair.
Tuesday, October 21
are almost intolerable. Instructors
the United States Navy, will prea nd students attend class in cold
Justice Served in Navy
Sigma Rho, Room 2, 6:30
sent an award to the College, in
plac.e of Vice-Admiral James L. Wit h curiosity running at a n all- rooms wearing overcoats- if they
Justice, whose home is in GlenFrosh Dessert, Day Study, 6:30
Kauffman as was originally plan- time high, approximately 200 m en· h ave them. Nearl), all students
side, is the second consecutive frosh
WSGA, Shreiner, 6:45
Curtain Club, stars and players, ned. The award , a bronze plaque, and women of t he class of '51 sleep fully clothed, three to a bed,
presIdent from Abington High
is given in recognition of the co- mounted the stairs of the upper in order to keep warm. The same
'7:30
school. . After being graduated
operation rendered by this college dining hall Tuesday evening for conditions prevail generally in
from high school in 1945, he served
South Hall Party, Rec Center,
for its partiCipation in the Navy the Freshman formal dinner dance. Hungary, but are particularly bad
in the navy for twenty months as
8:30-10:30
Having caught snatches
of in Budapest. There , students are
Training Program during Wo"rld
a pharmaCist's mate. A member Wednesday, October 22
frightening t ales of intended st udying as well as rebuilding the
of the Chem-Bio group, Floyd is
FOUNDERS' DAY- No afternoon War II.
In connection with the Found- sophomore mischief, the frosh bombed buildings. The daily 1'afast winning fame as the "Annex
"y~~a~~~missions, 6:30
er's Day exercises, all classes in the breathed sighs of l'elief when th ey tion consists of a bowl of pumpkin
Doctor."
College will be suspended at noon saw that their fears had not been soup a nd two slices of black bread
Jim Duncan, a Philadelphia man,
Legal Society, Room 7, 8:00
t
German Club, Room 8, 8: 00
realized and hailed their new pres- served twice daily.
on Wednesday.
was graduated from Penn Char er
French Club, Day Study, 8:00
ident, Floyd Justice, and the ot her
In Bulgaria it was discovered
High school in 1947. While in
Joseph
Duncan,
vicethat
9: 5 percen t of t he students
class
leaders,
high school, he was delegate-at- Thursday, October 23
SORORITY RUSHING BEGINS;
president; Ed Huss, treasurer ; and are dying annually f rom tubercularge of the Varsity club, captain
Recorded Concert, Music Room,
GIRLS RECEIVE BIDS FRIDAY Betty Rilling, secretary.
losis at tr ibuted directly to a subof the soccer team , and a letterman
6: 30
The "mighty" upper classmen standard diet. The International
on the wrestling team, as well as
Sorority Meetings, 6:30
The
five
sororities
on
campus
evidently hadn't been foiled com- Students Service h as recently sent
a member of the rowing crew. A
Musical Organizations, 7:00-9:00
their rushing next Monday, pletely, for, before the three-layer, a $1000 x-ray m achine to a- Bulmember of the Ursin us soccer
Maples Doggie Roast, 9:00-10:30 begin
with their traditional parties each rose .. bedecked cake had been cut, garian tuberculosis clinic-the only
team, he saw action in the Lafay- Friday, October 24
night of the week. Those girls to sophs had played havoc with buz- x-ray machine operating in all of
ette-Ursinus game in the wing
Dre~e~ ,~ockey, away
"
be rushed will be first semester zing alarm clocks, evening wraps, Bulgaria at t he present time.
pOSition. Also a Chem-Bio major,
MOVIe. Song of Bernadette, S-12 sophomores.
light switches.
No Extra-Curricular Activit ies
Duncan is a member of the PrePep Rally,
..
Girls receiving bids on Friday and
As a result, conversation was
Med society and hopes to enter
Sportsmen s AssoclatlOn, Gym
In India, Indonesia and Asia, as
will attend a meeting in Dean running thick and fast in any t hingPenn school of dentistry.
Saturday, October 25
Stahr's office on Monday at 12:30 can - happen - next channels as in Europe, th e schools need books,
. , .
Swarthmore football, away
p. m . Girls included in the vari- freshmen strolled to the Thomp- equipment, supplies, foo d and
Secretary Girls HIgh Grad
Rutgers soccer, home, 2:00
ous sororities at present are as son-Gay gymnasium only to dis- shelt er. There are no funds t o
The secretary of the class, Betty Sunday October 26
buy books and equipment and
follows:
~lll1ng, is a graduate of Girls' High
Vesp~rs, 6 : 00
cover that the wily sophs l.1ad vanin Philadelphia.
Since
being
------Alpha. Sigma Nu: Betty Adam, ished with phonograph and plat- extra-curricular activities are non existent. Studen ts cram for t heir
graduated in January of 1947, she
Marion Bell, Pauline Muntz, Lols ters.
Friendly juniors speedily
has worked in banking at PSFS.
Cain, Isabelle Barr, Dorothy Helms, solved the problem. They appear- degrees so that they spend a min At Girls' High Betty was class secKathleen McCullough, Emma Lou ed with recordings and treated the imum amount of t ime in school.
The schools and colleges in Inretary and a member of the orMason, Mary E. Flad, Marion Sare, dancers to a pleasant vocal interchestra and of the gym team. Here
Marjorie Haimbach, Ruth God- lude featuring the Glenwood Quar- dia, Indonesia and Asia have suffered greatly during t he war. Subat Ursinus, she is a member of the
On Monday evening the AVC shalk, Peg Hunter, Lee Grayson, tette and Ronnie Sare '48.
stantial school biuldings wer e t he
Curtain Club and of Meistersing- (American Veterans Committee) Ellen Estabrook, Helen Derewianka,
first to be occupied by t he armed
ers.
MEN'S STUDENT COUNCIL ACTS forces.
held its first meeting of this sem- and Josephine Snaidman.
The Universit y of Burm:;t
Ed Huss, treasurer of the fresh- ester. Chairman Randy Warden
men, hails from Media. After be- '48 welcomed the group and out- s!~~,pa Ru~~ltape~i~~P~1ta E~!~ TO ALTER OLD CONSTITUTION was occupied· by th e British, th e
Japanese and t he Burmese from
ing graduated from Nether Provi- lined to the new members the aims Charmaine McKinney, Betty BenA so-called "hot potato" in the
dence High school in 1945, he serv- and purposes of the society. He ham, Grace Neuman, Lois Wilson, proposed Men's Student Govern- 1940 to the present day .
In the colonial wars of India and
ed in the Army Air corps for explained why the AVC is not just Anita Mann, Ann Moister, Mildred ment Association constitution will
twent.v-two months. A business another veterans organization and Noble, Norma Veith, Elaine Sch- be discussed and acted upon at a Indonesia, "studen ts are the first
administration major, Huss is now explained that it is a civilian group ober, Evelyn Moyer, Pat Ellis, and forthcoming faculty meeting. The to suffer."
An urgen t appea l is m ade t o
a second semester freshman. Prev- of veterans working together with Nancy Twining.
( Continued on page 6)
Council feels that this important
ious to entering Ursinus, Ed took a complete, intelHgent, and proOmega Chi: Mary Jo Bahnson, change in the old constitution
six months' work at VPI.
gressive platform, designed to give Mary Carter, Rosemary Hoyt, Helen should be known by the student CHEM SOCIETY MEETS TONITE,
action and not just "lip service." Spudis, Mary Dee Weinberg, Anne Ibody. Here it is :
The guest speaker for the even- Eysenbach, Carol Fawthorp, Edith
"TwO members of the Student RESEARCH DIRECTOR TO SPEAK
ing was Mr. Herbert Kaiser, chair- Hess, Eleanor Hoffman, Edith Council composed of the president
The firs t post- war meeting of
man of the Swarthmore Chapter -Crews, Jackie Klein, Joan Von of the Council and one junior or
~
of AVC. Mr. Kaiser gave a very Drach, Marjorie Djorup, Jean ' senior member of the council, will the Beardwood Chemical Society
will be held tonight in room S-, 12
detailed and interesting account of
One hundred and seven students the activities of the AVC both Waltz, Lyn.n Warren, Doris Green- I be elected as full-fiedged members of the Science building at 7 :00 p .m.
wood,
Edith
Cathoun,
Jane
Brackof
the
Committee
on
Discipline
for
reported on Wednesday for the in- locally and nationally. He stressed
After a brief business meeting for
itial rehearsal of Handel's Mes~iah, particularly the benefits that can in, Martyne Bentzen, Dorothy lone year. They will meet with that the elect ion of officers and an exFreking,
and
Betty
Broughton.
I
group,
vote
on
any
matter,
and
the :traditional yuletide presenta- be obtained by veterans in having
Phi Alpha Psi: Hilda Anderson, participate in any discussion un- ecutive committee, t here will be a
tion of the College chorus. · The a strong organization on campus
talk by Dr. W. Alfred LaLande, r e. musical event is scheduled for and sighted numerous examples Connie Bartholomew, Marion Bos- dertaken."
search director of Whitemarsh Re------December 11 at 8:00 p. m. in Bom- from his own personal experience ler, Phyllis Brown, Florence Cherry,
Laboratories of the PennMarion Simpler, Ruth Pollock, Swarthmore Bus Reservations search
berger chapel.
sylvania Salt Company.
Catherine Anderman, Charlotte I
,
.
.
Under the direction of Dr. Wil- at Swarthmore.
Dr. LaLande was formerly assist Kaiser at National Convention
Stalze
Margaret
Schafenaker
James Robinson 48 and Wilham
liam . Philip of the music departant professor of Qualitative An alyDorothy
Post,
Betty
Hahn,
Barbar~
Mark~ey
'49
are
handling
bus
reshaving
been
a
deleMr.
Kaiser,
ment, the group wlll rehearse every
sis at the University of Pennsylweekday ·e xcept Friday from 12:30 gate to the last National AVC con- Yerkes, Doris Gray, Mary Lou Roy, I ervatlOn~ for the Saturday football vania, a member of the Research
and
Jean
Stringfield.
game
.
With
~warthmo!e.
Cost
of
Mary
Arrison
vention,
was
able
to give a very
to 1 :00 p. m. in the Music s~udio.
Department of the Atlant ic Re(Continued on page n
the round-trip ticket IS $1.30.
Rehearsals for the orchestra, ac- good first-hand account of the
fining Company, and , later, recompanying the· chorus, will begin proceedings there. He was tresearch director for the Att apulgus
mendously impressed with the
this week.
Clay Products Company.
It has been announced by Dr. over-all planning board for the
Ph1lip that the four guest soloists organization and stated that the
Band Still Seeks Members
who took part in the 1946 concert AVC could well be proud to have
will return this year. They are such notable men as Franklin D.
The
Ursin us Gollege band still
by Betty Leeming '50
Martha WUson, soprano, Elizabeth Roosevelt, Jr., Oren Root, Jr., Robhas room for students with or withert
R.
Nathan,
and
Michael
Straight
If
anyone
is
keeping
score
for
cording
to
Jeffrey
Langdon,
the
Dunning, contralto; Steele Jamiout band experience who can play
th~ annual soph-frosh skirmish, he announcer, Al had
just arrived trumpet, drums , sax, clarinet, or
son, tenor; and Earle Styres, bass. working for them.
Before adjourning, Warden ask- can chalk up a point or two for from the west coast, which prob- bass horn.
Dorothy Kuntz '49 and Mary Lee
Sturgis '40 will fill positions as ed all members to participate in a the greenies. On Tuesday after ably explained his condition.
The next rehearsal is Thursday
With a weird rendition of "The evening at 7 p. m. in the East Music
piano accompanists and Marian membership drive. The member- the noon meal a show comparable
Bell '48, president of the Glee Club, ship slogan is, "Citizens First, Vet- to a three-ring circus found its Strip Polka" in the background, a Studio. All student musicians are
way to Freeland steps and there much-changed queen of women's cordially invited to join. The band
will serve as secretary to the group. erans Second."
All veterans are invited to attend the upperclassmen witnessed the soph rules leaped from Freeland's will play at the Swarthmore game
the meetings which are held every cream (?) of the crop of freshmen door with a graceful gallop. Piece this Saturday on the Garnet field.
First Maatlnl of Judlolar, Board Monday
night at 8:00 p. m. in room talent.
by piece the onlookers discovered
Students interested in joining
Gene Glick directed the produc- that it was Jim Johnson putting the band should see the Music DiAnita Mann '48 was chosen sec- 7 of Bomberger Hall.
tIon staged by the Annex men and every wiggle he had into it. With rector, Dr. Philip, ·or the Drum
retary of the Judiciary Board at
Its first meeting of the term held Srs. Attend Drama Conference added his comical ability (to be Charles Wetzel tooting on the clar- Major, Dean Evans.
taken literally or figuratively) to inet, he looked very mueh like a
TUesday night.
The board requested that. all hall
Marion Sare '48 and Marian Bell that 'of Skeets Gibler and Leonard snake charmer and even more like
NOTICE
presidents remind the girls that '48 represented the Ursinus Cur- Able in the frosh' conception of the snake.
"No More Customs If You
resldent studentll are not allowed tain Club last week-end at . the three sophomores in the movies.
All those who are interested· in
to smoke in the Day Study.
Eastern Theatre Conference held It was the best argum~nt yet Please," the lyrics of which were joining the Foreign Policy AssociPloy Lewis '49, Vice-president of at the University of Delaware, New- against having a theater in Col- written by Gene Glick and Murray ation and taking part in the dis..WSGA, J8. prealc:UJlg oftlcer for the wark, Del. There they partlcipat- legevllle.
GrOve, comprised the grand finale cussion of current foreIgn policy
board, wblch is made up of . haIl ed in discussions and panels on All admirers of "The Annivers- and was punctuated by a roar of problems with students from the
--prea1denta, ofllcers of the student acting, lighting, costuml~g, and ary Waltz" immediately switched "You can take them ()i! at Christ- other colleges in the Philadelphia
..a':. :~~~J"', a.Q4 the chairman of the radio work led by leaders of these to Spike Jones upon the arrival of mas" from the sophomores. You area, see John Harsch '48 in the
-nlel commlttee.
fields in professional dramatics.
A1 (Murray Grove) Jolson, Ac- Just can't win, fellows!
Supply store before Friday. ·

CALENDAR

Frosh Hold Banquet
Despite Pranksters

I

AVC Meets, .Hears Talk
On Activities, Benefits

Large Group Begins
Massleah Rehearsals.

Campus Discovers Gold Mine of Talent
When Frosh Men Present Original Show
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Wanted: A Song
To aU outward appearances there is no
dearth of musical talent among the present
crop of students. There are more musical and
choral groups floating about campus than one
can shake a stick at. This being so, it follows
that any number of persons should be able to
do some composing.
If such individuals, singly or jointly, could
create a victory song, a new school song with
the proper ingredients of zest and originality,
they would be doing Ursirtus a great favor.
The present victory song, which is heard
chiefly at football games, is a parody of "On,
Wisconsin," and as such leaves room for improvement. Regardless of how long it has been
used here, the number is scarcely satisfactory.
It is even less satisfactory when one hears a
rival school band playing the same tune, with
still another Variation of the original lyrics.
Acknowledging the fact that the composing
of a new song is no mean feat, we still feel that
it can be done. This was duly impressed on us
after hearing the Drexel Institute victory song,
which is stirring, tuneful, and, above an, completely original.
Music, students, please.
of

of

of"

Unsolicited Material
Recently some well-meaning soul favored us
with a treatise intended for publication. Inasm uch as the piece reached us through indirect channels, and was unsigned, we paid little
heed to it.
If anyone has any comments, suggestions,
gripes, or cranks, which he or she wishes put
into print, the Weekly will oblige, through a
"Letters to the Editor" column. All we ask is
that any such items be signed.

ALUMNI-SOCIETY NOTES
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gill Newlin, of Prospect
Park, Pa., announce the birth of a son, David
Rice, on September 21. Mr. Newlin is a member
of the class of '47.

• • • • •

Mr. and Mrs. Blake Mills, Jr., of Seattle,
Washington, announce the birth of a son, Blake
David III, on June 25. Mrs. Blake is the former
Dorothy Cullen '40.

• • • • •

Mr. and Mrs. John Fernstrom and their
sixteen-month old son are now living in the
Veterans Administration housing units at Sacramento College, Sacramento, California. Mrs.
F'ernstrom is the former Jean Deckard, class of
'42. Mr. Fernstrom is enrolled as a student at
Sacramento College.

• • • • •

Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Hastings are now living
at the National Farm School, Bucks County,
where Mr. Hastings is instructing in animal
husbandry. Mrs. Hastings is the former Julia
Hogen, class of '42.

• • • • •

John McElhinny '42 received his Ph.D. degree in physics at the University of Illinois on
October 5. Mrs. McElhinny will continue at the
University as Research Associate in nuclear
physics. She Is the former Geraldine Walters '42.

by John Martin '51
The last flurry of exams has
caused some new pathological diseases among the members of the
Class of '51. An epidemic of "Davis'
History Lecture Cramp" has left
many students powerless to move
their right hands. Another prevalent infection is known as "Pettit's
Chemistry Dilemma" and is brought
on by late hours and flne print.
Common symptoms among the victims are blood shot eyes, rounded
back, and drooping walk.

·....

The Iibl'ettists Glick and Grove,
supported by a capable cho'r us,
presented the freshman show
Tuesday at noon. The skit was
such a success that even the
sopho~ores grinned. The frosh's
plea for lifting of the customs
has gone llnheeded, however, and
the strains of the "Freshman
Fight Song" can still be heard
about the Annex. Jim "Take-itoff" Johnson's performance as
Qlleenie was so convincing that
he has to barricade the door to
his room every night.

• • • • •

The freshman banquet was held
Tuesday evening under the watchful supervision of the Class of '49.
Faculty notables, guests of honor,
and the newly-elected officers of
the class of '51 were present. A
romantic after-dinner darkness
was supplied by the sophomore
class. Following the banquet, a
semi-formal dance held at the
Thompson-Gay Gymnasium terminated the evening.

• • • • •

A sport known as "Racing the
7 :05" has been growing in popularity. Each morning the contestants race their hacks across
the path of the oncoming 7: 05
freight train in an effort to get
to breakfast on time. Up until
now the train has failed to score
a point, but it is an odds-on
favorite to win some future contest.

Ursinus Grad to Speak
At Art Alliance Exhibit
Miss Jane Vink, a graduate of
Ursinus College and now associate
editor of Jack and Jill, children's
magazine of the Curtis Publishing
Company, will give a talk at the Art
Alliance, 251 S. 18th st., Philadelphia, at 5 p. m. Thursday, October
23.
Miss Vink, who lives at 837 DeKalb St., Norristown, was graduated from Ursin us in 1942 and has
been associate editor of Jack and
Jill approximately two years.
Miss Vink is being presented in
conjunction with the "Contemporary American Illustration" show
now on view at the Art Alliance.
The exhibition features original
illustrations that were used on the
covers and in the pages of the five
Curtis magazines: The Saturday
Evening Post, Ladies' Home Journal, Holiday, Country Gentleman,
and Jack and Jill. Insured at more
than $175,000, the show represents
the work of many of America's
best-known artists.
Miss Vink will give her talk
jointly with Miss Marjorie Santa
Maria, also an associate editor.
Their subject will be "Making
Magazines for Children."
The
"Contemporary American Illustration" exhibit will continue through
November 16.
The faculty and students of Ursinus are cordially invited to attend both Miss Vink's talk and the
exhibition. There is, of course, no
charge for admission to either.

FINE FOODS AT THE

COMMERCIAL HOTEL
Main St., Collegeville

MONDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1947

GAFF from the

GRIZZLY

e~

Palestine, U. N.'s Test

Almost everyone is apt to crash
the Gaff column at least once in
his four years at college (if he slips
the columnist a large enough dona'tion). There are just a few poor
souls who sometimes go unmentioned . This week the 01' grizzly
bear is devoting its column to the
people whose names never got into
print-unsung heroes in the war
for education.

•

• • • •

Stumped about a bio plate that
you're supposed to sketch
Or got a yield that doesn't look
too good?
Grab Larry Labassistant (if he's
not out for a smoke)
He'll know the arfswer, or at least
he should.

• • • • •

Through the steam of the kitchen
he bears his trays
Piled high enough to make you
nervous.
Be reasonable, Walter Waiter
doesn't cook the food
He's only here eo serve us.

• • • • •

We couldn't find our way to class
If not for Malcolm Mower who
cuts the grass.

• • • • •

If there are meetings to attend,

Or money to be raised,
If there are dances to be held

There must be posters made.
When you see posters everywhere
Full of color, clever and bright,
Remember Poster Painter who
painted them.
She probably was up all night.

• • • • •

A football star must exercise
To keep his manly form,
While Wally Waterboy must tote
his pail
And keep the benches warm.

• • • • •

"Please' get me this and that and
such"
Lit-17 'stUdents mutter.
Libby Librarian silently nods,
But to herself she shudders.

• • • • •

Those red marks' on your history
mapsCorrections by the score,
Show Molly Marker's been at work
She wonders what you've come to
college for.

EVANS REPRESENTS DEBATERS
AT BEN FRANKLIN CONFERENCE
The fall meeting of the managers
of the Benjamin Franklin Debating Conference, of which Ursinus is
a member, was held on Thursday
afternoon at Houston Hall on the
University of Pennsylvania campus. Dean Evans '48, manager of
the Debating Club, represented
Ursinus at the meeting.
It was decided that freshman deba tIng would be encouraged among
the various member schools. A
motion was passed stating that
member schools must supply competent faculty judges for the annual spring tournament. This motion was proposed by Ursinus in
view of the Incompetentcy of the
judging at last year's tournament.
Haverford College, Drexel Institute,
Albright College, and Muhlenberg
College were invited to join the
Conference.
The various managers arranged
their respective schedules at the
meeting. Ursinus will begin debating sometime in December.

Arthur Creech-Jones, British delegate to the
U.N., is a quiet little man , but what he had to
say at a recent U.N. meeting electrified the
group. He stated that, after twenty-five years
in Palestine, the British were ready to pull out.
For the U.N. Palestine creates quite a serious problem. The British say that they will .not
quit Palestine until th~ U.N. can find a solution
approved by both Arabs and Jews. They (the
British> are determined to get rid of the m.andate rules under which Britain is now obligated
to govern the country. Furthermore, they refuse to take the responsibility of enforcing rules
in Palestine over local opposition.
Unfortunately, the U.N. as a group cannot
as yet take over, for, thus far, all attempts to
create a military police force have failed. The
U.N., therefore, has no way of enforcing its decisions. The chances that U.N. might agree on
a governor are slight. It was tried in the Trieste
situation without success.
Then, too, Russia's interest in the Arab
world cannot be overlooked as long as she can
exercise her veto power. None of the delegates,
however, wish to add this element to an already
complex situation.
Both the Arabs and the Jews have influential
friends in the U.N. The U.S., for one, has sanctioned Zionist aims for a Jewish national home
in Palestine. Although not inclined toward
communism, the Arabs will undoubtedly accept
political support from Russia if it participates
in the U.N. voting.
Outwardly the Zionist Jews are delighted
that Britain intends to leave. Actually, they are
worried. Much as they resent Britain's actions,
the Jews realize that. while the British have
been committed since 1917 to the creation of a
national home for the Jews in Palestine, the
U.N. has made no such pledge. As for the
Arabs, who constitute the majority of the population in Palestine, their chances of taking over
the Holy Land are now better than ever.
Although the British feel that the United
States holds the key to the settlement of the
problem, our country is in no position to take
over the responsibility. There is among us a
conflict of oil interests with those who are desirous of seeing a Jewish national home in
Palestine.
Because the cost of any active participation
by the U.S. in Palestine would near the billion
dollar mark, congressmen are apt to shy away
from intervention, inasmuch as elections are
only a year away.
The U.N.'s solution of the Palestine problem
is anxiously awaited by the entire world. It is,
indeed, an intricate and touchy predIcament.
~B. Leroy Grayson '48

BLOCK'S
Norristown

FOR YOUR BARBERING NEEDSVi sit

CLAUDE'S BARBER SHOP
313 Main Street
Collegeville, Pa.

KJNG'S SERVICE STATION
Merrill W. King, Proprietor
460 MAIN STREET
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Phone: Collegeville ~371

KENNETH B. NACE
Complete Automotive Service
5th Ave. & Main st.
Collegeville, Pa.

Student Needs
at the

COLLEGEVILLE

COLLEGE CUT-RATE

BEAUTY AND GIFT SHOP

5TH & MAIN STREET

478 Maln Street

Hours: 11:00 a.m.-7:30 p.m., Daily

Collegeville, Pa.
Phone 6061
Iona C. Scbatz

Satisfy those hunger pangs
at

SYLVAN BENDER

WAGNER'S SNACK BAR

1.R.e.

ANTIQUES & GIFTS

5th Ave. & Main st.
Collegeville

716 Main Street
Collegeville

COLLEGEVILLE

OFFICIAL CLEANERS
FOR URBINUS COLLEGE

NATIONAL BANK

-AgentsRoy Todd and Pat Dougherty

Collegeville

COLLEGEVILLE CLEANERS
339 MAIN sTR.E:mT

store Hours:9:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Dally

Aristocrat
and

Dolly Madison

ICE CREAM
made by

Phila. Diliry Products Co
Pottstown, PL
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Off.Cam~u~ II Te~ml

I Bears

Engage Old
:Rival, Swarthmore,
In Game Saturday

Leading Intra-mural
Football Loop Race
It seems as though t he renewal
of in t ramural football at Ursin us
has struck a r esponsive chor d
among the male students. Each
dormitory is repr esented in the
struggle for supremacy in Lew
Wilt's touch foo tball league. Last
week's contests were characterized
by a grea t show of spiri t and enthusiasm.
Probably the most highly contested game to date was played between the brother dorms, Curtis
and Brodbeck. A touchdown pass,
from Dead-eye Dick Clark to Long
John Vance gave Brodbeck the decision and the only score of the
game. Among the Curtis' eleven
Dick Kropp, Russ Binder, and Ray
Dipple stood out.
The league at present is headed
by the Off-Campus II squad,
sparked by Jack Christensen . Their
record of two wins against one set back has proven sufficient to put
them on top at the close of the
1].rst week of play.
The cellar is occupied at present
by Annex II, whose single contest
resulted in defeat at the hands of
the Off-Campus I team. The remaining six aggregations hold
jointly the middle posts with · a
record of one victory against one
loss in each case.
Schedule for this week:
MondayAnnex I vs. Annex II,
field I
field II
Derr vs. Brodbeck,
TuesdayAnnex II vs. Stine-Freeland, I
Off-Campus vs. Curtis,
II
WednesdayAnnex I vs. Stine-Freeland, I
Off-Campus II vs. Brodbeck, II
ThursdayI
Annex II vs. Curtis,
II
Derr vs. Off-Campus II,

Informal Cross-Country
Squad to Participate
In Meet at Muhlenberg
After having been absent from
cross country competition
for
eleven year, Ursinus is sending a
team to the Middle Atlantic
Championship meet at Muhlenberg on November 14. This long
distance sport was discontinued
here in 1936. MI'. Omwake, school
treasurer, was the coach at that
time.

".

One of the season's h ottest fought battles is expected next
Saturday when the Ursinus Bears
tra vel to Swarthmore to clash wit h
one of their oldest and most formidable rivals.
This contest will mark t he 34th
meeting between Ursinus and
Swarthmore, in a series wh ich originatied in the era of the SpanishAmerican war.
Since that first game in 1397,
which ended in a 12-0 victory for
Swarthmore, these gridiron foes
have provided a thrill -packed series of games down th r ough the
years. Of the tussles played thus
far, the Swarth more gridders have
garnered 23 wi ns and Ursinus 10.
One game resulted in a t ie.
During World War I both teams
discontinued athletic relationships.
In 1919 they were resumed. In
Worl d War II, under t he Naval
Train ing Prog ram, t h ere was no
cessation of activit ies. An unusual
featu re of t his period occurred in
1944 wh en the teams met twice.
Each eleven won once.
Past records indicate t:bat in this
long-standing series, no game has
ever resulted in a lop-sided margin
of victory for eit her side and this
ye ar promises to be no exception.

l

Bruin fullback Don Young cuts through center of Haverford line for short gain in first
-quarter of game played here Octobel' 12. On the next pla.y Young flipped a pass to Ray
Blydenburg- for the game's only touchdown.

WRESTLING SQUAD FORM,NG; TO FACE CCNY, MUHLENBERG JV Soccer Team Being Organized posea of varsity substitutes who
The long-awaited ret urn
of
wrestling to Ursinus College's sports
activities got under way last week
with the appearance of fourteen
men in answer to Coach Wieneke's
call. Since but one experienced
man turned out, any predictions
for a winning season would be
rash . Yet the revival of this sport
should be welcome news to all
wrestling fans.
Director of Athletics Bailey announced that tentative meetings
have been arranged with CCNY
and Muhlenberg, the exact dates
of which will be announced soon.

The first minutes of p~actice
had hardly begun when it became
evident to the embryonic squad
that they were confronted with
exceptionally rigid training tactics. Long hours on the track,
field, and mat have had their effect
on lazy muscles. However doubtful the ability of the team , their
physical condition will be beyond
question.
Those men trying for positions
are: Charles Collins, Edward Ulmer, Joseph Pond, Lee Haller,
Hisham AI-Kadi, and Richard
Wentz.

need a bit more act ion than they
This week the newly-formed JV would ordinarily garner riding the
soccer squad will journey to Hill Ibench.
.
School to tangle with t he prep
Led by t he colorful Alvin "Duke"
school booters in their season in- Knepper, t he JV boaters will play
augural. The present junior var- an. abbreviated schedule of four or
sity is the first of its kind in the five games, the first of which will
last four or flve years and is com- be tomorr ow a fternoon.

I

We are delivering now . ..

KAISER - FRAZER
AUTOMOBILES

Eight Men to Compose Squad

Along with the large influx of
freshmen this fall came a trio of
cross country enthusiasts, and
these men have found, by inquiring
among their fellow students, candidates enough to form a team to
run in college . competition. Joe
Smith, Joe Shaw, and Doug Smith
have incorporated the volunteers
into a cross country team and
through their own efforts have
succeeded in entering in the Middle Atlantic meet. The eight men
representing Ursinus will be: Lee
Tori, Norm Paetzold, Joe Shaw, Joe
Smith, Doug Smith, Ralph Zeigler,
Ray Foster, Gerald Donahue, and
Ray Staples.
Cross country is not a school authorized sport; that is, these men
will receive no letters from Ursinus
and are training on their own.

WADSWORTH MOTORS, INC.
14 REX AVE.

CHESTNUT HILL
WI7-1414

SIR. WADSWORTH, Owner, Ex '43

Only One Meet Booked

The Mid-Atlantic meet will be
the only one run by the Ursinus
harriers due to the fact that they
were late in organizing. But Mr.
Gurzynski, the team mentor, hopes
that, if the team can be a productive one, more contests will be
scheduled for next fall. Mr. Gurzynski also hopes to draw some
good milers and half milers from
this voluntary crew for the spring
track season.
The hill-and-dalers have been
working out all week, running a
three-mile course in their afternoon free time. This distance will
be upped to six miles before their
test at Muhlenberg, thus making
them well prepared for the four
and one-half mile competitive dislance. We know that their trots
to and from the Annex each day
do much to improve their wind and
harden those all-important leg
muscles.
Organizer Joe Smith thinks that,
for the short. time they have been
practiCing, the runners have been.
clocked at fairly good times with
better ones In the omng. The team
has no idea of its chances at
Muhlenberg because they know
nothing about the class of the
competition.

STILL ONLY A NICKEL
rCAN YOU NAME ONE THING that cost a nickel years ago,
, that still costs a nickel today, and that is actually better
, value for your nickel now than it was then?
I We can.
It's the local telephone call that you can make when you
drop a nickel in the slot of a pay telephone.
You get epeedier serviee ..• you can talk to more people,
more naturally and hear more clearly ••• and both the
equipment you see and the elJuipment you don't see are
amazingly improved.

"I go all out for Dentyne Chewing Gum!"
----~----~.
~-------.---------------"Excule it, pleale-but I'll come nying anytime
anybody offerl me Dentyne Chewing Gum!
That c1ean.taating, long.lasting na"or il out of
thil world, and Dentyne lure heipi keep teeth
white."
Dcntyne Gum-Made Only by Adama

To improve the quality of telephone service is a constant
objective of the telephone business ••• and it is because
we have never lost sight of this objective that you enjoy
good telephone service at low cost.

,"PE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY
Q~

PENNSYLVANJA

®
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Non Fiction: "It Happened in the Bronx"; Library qffers Rare(?) Men's Fall Fashions Show Improvement;
Anecdote of Manhattan After Midnight Bargains in Literature; Conservatism is Trend in Color Style
.
, Possibly the most cheerful thing 1 leisure shoe on campus.
'
. ConnOlsseurs.
by Wesley Johnson '49
shake and slap some life into him. Attenbon,
For

There's a saying around New
When he had managed to rouse
York that "anything can happen the inebriate slightly from his
in Brooklyn." To my way of lethargy, he began talking to him,
thinking, it should be changed to a~parently In an effort to ascer"anything can happen in the tam where he was going. Then, at
Bronx." But-let me tell you what the next stop he escorted, or perhappened.
haps I should ~ay "assisted," the
The time was about three o'clock no".' semi-conscIOus negro off the
in the morning of a summer's day tram.
~aving see~ him safely off the
a short while ago. The place was
the interior of one of the trains of tram, the whlte man came back
tl'\,e Independent subway system. and sa~ down where the negro had
Strangely enough, despite the been. sltting, thereby affording me
hour, I didn't feel at all tired and a perfe~t opportunity to study him.
I found myself concentrating upon UI? untll now there had been nothe other occupants of the car.
t~mg at all unusual about the actIOns of my fellow traveler. They
My gaze swept over my fellow had been those of a perfectly nortravelers directly across the al~le mal kindly human being.
from me, past the gentleman SIt'
m
I
ting diagonally opposite me and
As he sat there facing
e,
came to rest upon the perso~ who noticed that he was lOOking at me
was sitting directly opposite me on no:v and then and that he was
the far side of the doors. He was eVldently directing spoken ~~mark~
a negro in his early twenties, I to me. Although. I could t hei~
should say, and very much under wh~t he was saymg, it was qu e
the weather.
ObVlOUS that he was talking about
His hair and clothing were in the negro and his condition and I
disarray' he was slouched down nodded my head and smiled in
almost ~prawled out, on the seat: agreement.
and from his coat pocket protrudIt was not quite so obvious, howed the neck of a whiskey bottle. ever, until some .time later that he
As I watched, he gradually slid was not addressmg me OJ! anyone
farther and farther down and off else in the car. In fact, he was
his seat until, finally, he ended up talking to no one at all, (unless
sprawled on the fioor.
it were to himself), for, upon closer
Then it was that another penon scrutiny, I saw that his looks and
entered the picture. This second words and gestures ~ere directed
individual was a much older white at the seat next to him. The seat
man, immaculately dressed, who was empty.
was sitting across the aisle from
This one-sided conversation, with
the negro. Upon seeing the negro its accompanying facial expressions
fall to the fioor, this gentleman and gesticulations, went on tor
merely sat there quietly for a few quite some time.
Finally, we
minutes, then straightened his tie reached 125th street, whereupon
and put on his hat, and went over this most unus~al person rose,
and pulled the other fellow back turned toward hIS imaginary comup onto his seat.
panion for a last time, and, with
He shook him several times a distinct "See you next week,"
without eliciting any response, strolled out the door, to the cQ§ual
picked up the whisky bottle, which observer as sane and sober as you
had slid out of his pocket onto the or I.
fioor, and placed it on the seat
next to him. Then he went back
LEN'S
to his seat, shaking his head and
muttering, seemingly' about the
SHOE REPAIR
evils of drink.
320 MAIN STREET
Nothing of interest happened for
a while and I was just beginning to
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
be lulled to sleep by the motion of
the train when, suddenly, the
negro fell off the seat again. This
BOYD FUNERAL HOME
time our friend went through his
good Samaritan routine once more,
718 Swede street
and, after he had gotten the drunk
Norristown, Pa.
into a more or less upright POSi-1
tion on the seat, proceeded to
Pl'lone: Norristown 1490

I

by John Burton '49
While it is not the POlicy of this
paper to aid and abet profitseeking elements on the campus,
this writer feels that ao exception
should be made in regard to the
book sale now being conducted in
the library. So far the turnover
has been anything but spectacular,
a state of affairs due no doubt to
complete ignorance on the part of
the student body of the values being o.ffered.
It is, indeed, difficult to imagine
a more timely or comprehensive
t
t f b ks II
. d t
assor men 0
00, a
prICe a
the ridiculously low figure of 25
cents each. Many of the books are
exceedingly hard-if not impossible-to come by. Witness a slim
brown volume entitled The Key to
Healt~ Wealth, and Love or one
treating a highly controversial
topic dubb~d White vs. Brown
Flour. As a companion piece to the
latter there is a nostalgic delight
called Memoirs of the Philadelphia
Society for Promoting Agriculture.
For the travel-minded student
there is a rather conventional
guide to the Eternal City bearing
the rhapsodic title Ave Roma Immortalis. If that proves to be as
dull as most guide books, you might
try an arresting volume called
Studies in Oriental Social Life or
even Reticence in Literature, a
small unassuming treatment that
illustrates the author's theme perfectly.
Also deserving of attention is a
neat little book that runs the
gaunt from A to B with The Romance of Exploration and Emergency First Aid from Stanley to
Byrd. No Library should be without it nor should anyone consider
himself an enlightened scholar until he has devoured everyone of its
pages. This could, of course, lead
to indigestion.
It is time that the student body
learned to avail itself of cultural
advantages to be found on the
campus, especially when they represent so worthwhile a cause. True,
the aforementioned books may not
be among the best sellers of all
time, but then where may one buy
a copy of Forever Amber for a
quarter?
Don't buy your gal a ~ondBuy her a RUBY instead!

about the fall men's fashion picture on U. S. campuses is the general improvement in quality and
variety evident in almost all categories of men's wear.
Nearly complete is the disappearance of stocks of overpriced and
low-quality merchandise, which
fiooded the market in the easymoney, scarce-goods years since
1944.
As prices have not changed appreciably, this means that in many
cases the college man, while not
paying less, is getting better cloth
and better workmanship with this
Improve rl quality.
....
Variety in Colors Increased
Variety,- too, has increased, with
more selection possible in color,
pattern, and fabric. A ~ollege man
today has an even chance of getting the suit he likes in his size,
rather than taking a second or
third choice of pattern, and he can
find a button-down oxford shirt
without having to be a haberdasher's brother, as was the sad
state of affairs last year.
Along with better quality and
more selection is a marked trend
towards more conservative coloring
and style. The post-war fiamboyance, apparent almost to a
blind man, which characterized
such showy items as hand-painted
ties, sport shirts with frills and
furbelows, and two-toned leisure
jackets (none of which caught on
with college men) is paling. Suits
show a trend away from the full
drape, exaggerated shoulders, and
extreme low-button placement of
the coat. Jackets with easier lines
through the waist and with rear
vents, one in the center or two for
the sides, are gaining favor. Preferred fabrics include flannel, unfinished worsteds or wool, gabardines, and
soft,
light-weight
tweeds.
That friendly fabric, corduroy,
which seems to mellow with age,
is more popular than ever. It appears now not only in jackets but
also, in lighter weights, is proving
its adaptab1l1ty by being made
into handsome sport shirts.
Wool is still the heavy favorite
for socks. Argyles and solid pastels
are preferred, though light weight
wools in ankle length are slated
for popularity as well.
The loafer (to the horror of older folks who envision a flatfooted generation) is still the No.

dress-up occasions the wing-tip is
coming back into fa'(or.
Tuxedos will appear more frequently this fall at dances, since
they are in stock in the stores
again. Fashion surveys indicate
adoption of the new double-brested model with grosgrain lapels as
the new leader.
-------

WentzeI WntIng
. . S·
cnpt

For Televl·sl·on Show

StarrIng
. LocaI Quartet
Students who are fortunate
enough to have access to television
sets are in for a treat in the very
near future. The famed Urslnus
Glenwood Quartet, campus vocal
grQUp, is slated to appear in a fifteen-minute weekly stint fOI a
period of thirteen weeks.
Responsible for the show's script
is Richard Wentzel '49, who, among
other things, Is editor of the Lantern, student literary magazine,
and a defense man on Doctor Baker's soccer team. Wentzel is preparing a thirteen-week outline for
the program. His script for the
first show is now being used in rehearsal.
The bespectacled English major
achieved a mark of fame in professional literary circles when he collaborated with his father, Dr. Fred
D. Wentzel, director of the Board
of Christian Education of the Evangelical and Reformed Churches,
in a non-fiction book "Song of the
Earth."
Dr. Wentzel and son are now
working on a new book tentatively
titled "Epistle to Christians." It
presents a new approach to the
race problem.
In discussing the new show,
which will be televised over Station WPTZ, Wentzei announced
that the backdrop would be "a
semi-modern general store."
Sue Bellis '48, well-known campus thespian who has starred in
several Curtain Club productions,
will also figure in the show.
Excellent
LUNCHES - DINNERS
a t

THE

KOPPER

StaT!
of "Club 15"

Air Show

It's the latest
disc for Decca .•.
"ON THE AVENUE"

terrifically popular Andrews Sisters have an
individual singing style all their own. When it comes to
cigarettes-well, let Patty tell you: tTve smoked many different brands
and compared, and I learned from experience that Camels suit me besd"
With thousands and thousands of smokers who
have compared cigarettes - Camels are the
«Choice of Experience."
Try Camels. Let your own experience tell
you why Camels are setting a new record!

T

HOSE

CAMELS
·sure click
with mel

R. J. a.JIIOIct. Toba_ Co.• WlnllDn·8a1tm. N. C.

KETTLE

481 Main Street
Collegeville, Pa.
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Stevens Tech Tops
Grizzly Booters in
Hotl.y -contested Tilt

WEEKLY

by Roy Todd '49

SPORT-S

In a hard-fought, nip-and-tuck
contest, the stevens Tech booters
took the measure of the Bruin socCOURT PROSPECTS . . .
POS.
Ursin us
Moravian cel' team, 2-1, at Hoboken, N. J.,
Despite the fact that pigskins
LE Reinhart ........................ Stor~h I~aturd~y. A fifteen yard kick .by
are still filling the air and that the
LT Leander ........ .............. Stefaruk Imner. nght G?oley of the En~mentire student body is engrossed in
LG Drobek ................................ Jaso I eers In the thIrd quarter provIded
following the fortunes of our grid
C
Glinsky .......................... Molnar the margin of victory.
and soccer representatives, we
RG Miksch .................... DeMichkele
Ed Ulmer tallied the only Bear
RT R. Landes .............. Longnec er score early in the third period
cannot help but notice the fact
by Dick Reid '49
RE Bakes .............................. Meyers when he lined a corner shot past
that the basketball campaign will
Under tl1e lights of Moravian College field last Friday the Grey- QB Blydenburg .................. Weaver the stevens goalie.
The misjudgment of a corner
soon be upon us. This season, for hounds of Bethlehem rolled up twenty pOints to defeat a spirited, but LH Young ...................... Fritchman
the first time in many years, the out-weighed Ursinus eleven. The Moravian outfit, using the "T" RH Scirica .............. ............ Policelli kick by Oldham, stevens. outer
Bear dribblers will engage in a formation, sported a line averaging 205 pounds and a backfield that FE Kennedy .................. DeAngeles yleft , on fth~ ~art of goa~~e J~Ck
b d d
190 0 nds ThI'S gave them an advantage of approxi' Moravian .................. 0 7 0 13-20 oung 0
rSInUS gave 1e
0·
couple of tussles before t he Ch nst- or ere on
p u'.
. - I Ursinus ...................... 0 0 0 0- 0 boken crew its first score in the
mas holidays, and coach Jerry mately ten pounds per man agamst t~e Bears, w~o. w~re partIally
initial period .
Seeders will be issuing a call for
.
I
han~ICappe~ by mJ!lrles.
A combination of Dave Bahney's
i
.
f
ks
..
Usmg qUlck-openmg plays and I
long kicks Bill Meinhardt's decand dates m a ew wee .
.
deceiving hand-otis, the G~eytermined play, and George PeterHeadlining the list of returning
.
hou~ds we~e able to push ~ell mto I
son's superb offensive and defensveterans from last year's successB~um tern tory before th~Ir run,
ive performance, kept the Bruins
fuL club will be lettermen Bob I
~111g .attack could be. halted. Then,
in stevens territory most of the
Jaffe, Bill Myers, Hal Brandt, and
m spIte o{ the edge 111 weight that
game. I
Bill Forsythe, George Kennedy,
they held, they were boxe~ up .by
First-stringers Archie Simons
Pete Tenewitz, and Dick Davidson,
the Bears. It was at ~hlS pO.mt
by Lois Cain '48
and Dave Bahney suffered injuries
all saw some varsity service last
that they r.esorte.d to theIr passmg
On Wednesday the Ursinus during the match. Archie came
season and will be back along with
attack-which chck~d. ~ey scor- hockey team took their second up with a reoccurrence of a back
several members of the jayvees
ed first on a beautIful thll'ty-yard straight victory of the season, at ailment, while Bahney dislocated
who seem ripe for promotion to
heave as the first half e~ded and the expense of East Stroudsburg his vertebrae. Both players will
the parent outfit for the coming
pushed the other two scores aCl'OSS by a 9-0 score.
be confined to Christ Hospital,
campaign.
I~ ~he last qu.arter, one on a fine
Much to the delight of the large Jersey City, for a couple of days.
Saturday the Bakermen open
• • • • •
dIvmg catch 111 the end zone by crowd witnessing the contest, the
HERE AND THERE .
end Storch.
Collegeville aggregation started their home season with a powerful
Looks as though all the MoravFirst Quarter Stalemated
their scoring parade early in the Rutgers eleven.
ian Greyhounds needed in their
The first quarter was not out- game with Janie McWilliams, hard- Pos. Ursinus
Stevens
line play on Friday night was sevstanding as far as either club was fighting center forward drawing G
Young ........................ Bodeman
eral pairs of brass knuckles and a
concerned, although the Moravian first blood. H~lda "Andy" Ander- RF Bahney ............................ Baker
few black-jacks to complete the
eleven did roll up four first downs son, with one of her quick flicks LF Wentzel ........................ Sideroff
job of "working over" the Bruin
to none for the Bears. They threw put in the next tally for the home- RH Berry ............................ McClure
forwards. Although the Bethlesix passes and completed four, but sters.
CH Peterson ........................ Pastor
hem gridders were a classy comwere not able to penetrate beyond
East Stroudsburg th~n controlled LH Arthur .................. .......... Copen
bine and featured a smooth-workthe Ursinus thirty. Two holding the ball for a spell. EVIe Moyer and OR McCausland ........ Christopher
ing "T" formation, it seems to Frank Weaver, Moravian's ace penalties averted any possible Mac re-took possession of the ball IR Meinhardt .................... Gooley
your writer that they cel'tainly are quarterback, who flipped two threat that they might have put and started rolling down the field. CF Deen .................................. Grigg
not to be commended for the di~ty touchdown passes against the forth. Young got off one beauti- Mac shoved one in with a beautiful IL Simons ............................ strauss
brand of ball they displayed under Bruins Friday night.
ful punt that came to rest on the lunge for her second tally of the OL Fink .................. :........... Oldham
the lights a few nights ago.
Moravian fourteen and the Bears day. After Andy flicked in another Ursin us ........................ 0 0 1 0-1
Here's hoping that our crippled
held the locals in check for sev- goal to bring the count up to 4-0, Stevens ..................., .... 1 0 1 0-2
Grizzlies are soon able to shed
eral sets of downs. All in all, the aggressive right inner Evie Moyer
their varied assortments of casts,
play during this initial period- pushed over the fifth tally.
p~
.J.J . n~ J
J
crutches, and tape and jump back
consisted mostly of power plays by
The Ursinus bloomer girls work~ -ilf/ee/Z
into harness in time to help their
both sides, with neither team mak- ed the ball up for two more goals,
mates thump a competent SwarthLast Monday Snell's Belles trav- ing any exceptional gains. As the both by Jane McWilliams, before
For the second successive time,
more eleven. The Bear forward eled to Rosemont where they open- quarter ended the tilt, could be the half-time whistle blew.
the "Player of the Week" choice
wall sorely missed the services of ed their season with a decisive 5-0 called a toss-up.
At the beginning of the second goes to a Bear lineman. Outstandcenter Andy Bain and wing John counted for another Ursinus tally.
An exchange of punts opened the period Coach Snell substituted the ing in Friday night's arc light tus. Kajmo and the absence of half- well controlled stick work of the second quarter and put the ball on JV line with Emily Smith in at sle against Moravian's ponderous
6>===:::: Greyhounds was Ursinus' block of
backs Ed Stevens and Eddie Miller Ursinus girls enabled them to out- the Ursinus thirty-two. With third :::::==;::::<;;;c;o;n;tln;U;;;e;;;d;;;o;;n;;;;pa;g;e;;;
definitely weakened the Wieneke play the home team.
and about nine, Young faked a ::;;:
granite, guard Bill Miksch. Despite
offense in the Moravian tilt.
Evie Moyer, right. inner, tallied kick and threw a pass intended for some more of that stubborn Ur- the fact that there were not too
Diminutive Chick Scirica, Nor- the first goal for Ursinus early in Bakes, but the defensive half came sinus resistance forced the Rosati- many bright spots in this week's
ristown's contribution to the Red, the first half. Before the close of up to intercept on the Ursinus men to punt. An Ursinus fumble tilt from a Grizzly standpoint, the
Old Gold, and Black this autumn, the same period she was able to forty-six. Once more held by the was recovered on the Bear twenty- line p-lay of the rugged Miksch
has been showing lots of fiash and score again. It was also during the stubborn Bear forward wall, Mor- six and a completed pass carried stood out through the entire
drive in the past couple of tussles, first half that Evie sent a flat pass avian angled its kick out on the to the twenty-two as the third per- battle.
and your writer predicts that the to Jane "Mac" McWilliams who Ursinus ten. On third down Young iod ended.
Miksch, who formerly representtiny speedster will bust loose one scored with a beautiful flick into punted sixty-two yards to the
ed Albright on the gridiron, was
Pass
'ld
h
Weaver
Heaves
Scoring
of th ese S a t ur d ays an d run WI . the goal.
Greyhound thirty-eight
were
sent to Ursinus as a "V-12-er" and
Spunky Lew Wilt gave a nice perRosemont threatened only twice Miksch nailed the safety with a
Another completed pass, a pen{ormance in the signal barking throughout the game. Thanks to shoe-string tackle.
alty, and two running plays put
slot on Friday and has proved to the aggressiveness and stick work
Reinhart Recovers Fumble
the ball on the Bear ten. For
be a competent replacement for of left fullback Floy Lewis, no score
three plays the line held and,
Ray Blydenburg at the blocking was made. After one beautiful
On the next play the Moravian with fourth and about seven,
left
half
went
over
right
tackle
all
W
b ac k post th IS campaIgn.
save she drove to Ann Harting,
eaver ran WI'de to hI'S rI'ght and
the way to the Bruin thirty-eight. h
d t F 'tchm n ho made a
right wing, who speeded down the
eave 0 1'1
a w
• • • • •
COMING UP . . .
alley and passed to Evie for an- Still pounding against the Ursinus diving catch for the second score.
1
line, the Greyhounds bulled their The try for point was blocked by
Look for a bigger and better other Ursinus goa.
way to the twenty-five where Leander and Reinhart.
football schedule next fall for the
The final Ursinus tally was regWeaver's
fumble was recovered by
· k
Once again the Greyhounds kickCollegeville institution of higher istered when Hilda Anderson.flhiC - Reinhart to give the Bears first ed off and the ball was returned to
learning. The Bear eleven is drop- ed and followed through
WIt
a
and
ten
on
thel'r
own
nineteen.
k
· b'
t f
the thirty-six. Forced t 0 ki c,
emg ou 0 Still unable to penetrate the Mor- Helfferich punted sixty yards an d
Ping Juniata and Moravian and drive which the •goa1le,
t
adding Susquehanna, Dickinson, position, could not sop.
aVIan line for any appreciable gain, Moravian, after a ten yard return
and Wagner College of Staten
Young punted and the pigskin was had a firBt and ten on their own
Island, New York to their card for HOCKEY JAYVEES VICTORIOUS; returned to the Ursinus thirty- thirty. A punt exchange gave the
the '48 campaign. This gives the
three. Starting out on what look- Wieneke eleven the ball on the
Grizzlies an eight game schedule GIRLS PILE UP TEN MARKERS ed like an end run, Weaver, the forty-two. Helfferich connected to
for next autumn, and from·t bl
all
Greyhounds' quarterback, threw a FleI·sher· for a fir'st down on the
The Junior Varsity hockey squad
ang1es seems lik e a more SUI a e
1 t forty yard strike to Meyers who Moravian forty-five, but another
its
season
with
a
bang
as
h
d
like
opened
I
b
11
11
d
f
car
or a sma co ege c U
Monday by defeating the Rose- made a finger-tip catch in teen try resulted in an interception and
U rs i nus t 0 t ac kl e.
th
1
t
zone
as
the
half
ended,
Weaver
thI'S, coupled with a fifteen yard
most College JV's 10-0 on
e a• • • • •
ter's field.
added the extra point and Morav- holding penalty, gave the GreyWHY? • •.•
The first goal was scored shortly ian led 7-0 as the teams left the hounds possession on the Ursinus
BILL MIKSCH
The question of the week from after the opening whistle when field.
twenty. Neff then passed down the
your writer's standpoint is why an Betty Jean Moyer, center forward,
The totals at this point showed center to Storch, who fought his performed on Pete Stevens' eleven
outfit like Muhlenberg, definitely carried the ball into Rosemont eight first downs to one with Mor- way through the secondary for the that knocked off Temple a few
a big time grid club, insists on territory and passed to Phyllis avian holding the upper hand. third and last score. Capobianco's years ago. Returning to the Colrunning up a 67--7 score against a Zeigler who tallied the goal. The They had also completed five out try for point was true and the legeville campus last fall after a
team like Swarthmore. A score aggressive speed and outstanding of ten passes while the Bears had score stood Moravian 20, Ursinus O. spell of duty in the navy, Bill
like that leaves a poor taste in the passes in the striking circle paid attempted one.
The Bears were unable to get any played a consistent brand of ball
mouth of your sports editor, and off time and time again as Nat's
Ursinus .Threatens
kind of an offense going and the for last year's club and has done a
it seems to me the MUles could proteges rolled up the score.
Ursinus received the
second game ended a few plays later.
fine job all season long for Kuhrt·
Wieneke's present combine.
have spared the little Quakers the
The offensive play was led by kick-off and after being held to
• • • • •
Time after time in Friday night's
To say that the Bruins were outhUJlliliation of such a lopsided Ruthie Pettit who, by flicking and little gain, Young kick~d to the
tally. It's usually good sportsman- driving, managed to send five shots Moravian thirty-nine. On an ex- classed would not be true for they fray Miksch fought his way throShip and common sense to try to past the goalie's reach. Bett~ Moy- change of punts the Bears gained played a fine game when one con- ugh the gigantic Moravian forward
hold the score down to within er, playing equally well, t~hed one nine yards and, at this point, Ur- siders the fact that they were bad- wall to smash the Greyhound backs
forty points, if possible. Penn's more goal. Helping the high scor- sinus made its first real threat for ly outweighed.- Miksch, Reinhart, to the turf. During most of the
Red and Blue is another outfit ers f9 r the day were the other line a score. Young·s cutback went for Glinsky, Leander, Co-captain Dro- fracas, the stalwart guard, along
gullty of the same offence against players, left wing Emil~ Smith, a first down and a . fifteen yard bek, and Bakes all played stellar with Ron Landes and Carl Drabek,
poor Lafayette's weak ~opards. right inner, Phyllis ZeIgler, and penalty against the Greyhounds ball on the forward line. Leander, held up the badly outweighed
right wing frosh Nancy Vadner, for unnecessary roughness gave who was playing at center for the Bruin line and succeeded in makfor Phyl Zeigler in the the Collegeville eleven a first and first time, did a great job in re- ing a real ball game out of what
Thlrd·Strlne Hockey Team Bows substituting
second half, Jeanie Daniels ac- ten on the Moravian thirty-three. lieving Glinsky and Ken Reinhart could well have been a massacre.
Scirica carried to the twenty-two exhibited defensive play that makes
The Greyhounds, taking advanOn Friday the thlrd string ed for another Ursinus tally.
him a definite threat for a starting tage of the compal·atively light and
The ball was ably kept out of and another first.
hockey team journeyed to Bryn
displayed
Mawr to face a strong Main Line goalie Polly Mathers territory by 'Here the boys of Bethlehem tight- end berth. Kennedy was much im- injury-riddled Bears,
eleven, Betty Dando's Bearettes the outstanding backfield play of ened and, after an "almost" on a proved over last week and shared their usual thug-like tactics in
to maintain a strong line Captain Manny Ballantyne, along pass into the end zone, the Bears backfield honors for the night their line play, but succeeded in gotheir opponents to with center halfback Connie War- lost the ball on downs. A penalty along with Tenewitz, Saurman, and ing nowhere fast when they atthrough on three occasions ren who also chalked up a Bearette gave the Greyhounds first and ten Scir1ca. Young, as usual, played a tempted to knife over Miksch's
on their own forty, Penalties and fine game.
guard post,
score.
reglater a 3-0 win.
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Bearettes Trounce
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Lassies Open With
Win Over Rosemont
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Sorority Rushing

East Stroudsburg

(Continued from page 1)

Tau Sigma Gamma: Connie Warren, Mary Ann Boyer, Fay Horner,
Jane McWilliams, Flay Lewis, Sally
Bartsch, Polly Mathers, Ann Harting, Mary Ann Ballantyne, Susan
Bellis, Edna Daniels, ~ane Day,
Margaret Ewen, Betsy Greene, Joan
Ludwig, Carol Schoeppe, and Juanita Woad.

Zeta Chi
Zeta Chi Fraternity held its reorganizational meeting on Wednesday. Bob Baumgart '48, was elected to the Inter-fraternity Council
to represent zx this semester,
along with prexy Millard Leute '48.
Seven new members were Initiated
Thursday evening.
Demas
Demas fraternity held a stag
party at the Eagles Nest Hotel on
Monday night. Peter Tenewitz was
elected to serve on the Interfraternity Council.
Sigma Rho
Sigma Rho fraternity will meet
the first and third Tuesdays of
each month.

(Continued from page 5)
left wing, Anita Frick at left inner, Ruthie Pettit at center, Phyl
Zeigler at right inner and freshman Nancy Vadnor in the right
wing spot.
For a time after the half it was
a see-saw contest with both teams
threatening. Nancy Vadnor initiated the second period scoring by
carrying the ball up the field and
making a hard drive which Anita
Frick pushed in.
After numerous substitutions the
varsity forward line came back
into the game and hard-driving
wing Ann Harting countered with
the Bears' last score of the day
via a beautifully placed drive which
completely fooled the visitors' goalie.
Jane McWilliams took the scoring honors of the day for the victors with four tallies. Many of
these goals resulted from following up her own shots or those of
her teammates. Mac displayed
plenty of push. The entire line was
very aggressive in following up
their shots.

IRe Opens Membership Drive;

IDORM

CANDY SALES STARTED
Applications Accepted This Week FOR BENEFIT OF RUBY FUND

The International Relations ClUb ' Starting last Thursday candy
opens its Fall membership drive I went o~ sale In the dorms. The
today. The club holds discussions candy IS of the one-cent and twoon current international problems cent variety. The profits realized
and affairs and maintains contact will go into the Ruby fund. The
with simil~r organizations in the representatives for the following
other colleges in this area. The dorms are:
club takes part in the Model GenSouth . Hall, Jean Bartle; Hob.
son, Amta Mann; Clamer, Mary
e:-al Ass~mbly of th~ Un.l~e~ N~- Carter; Maples, Ike Barr; Shreiner,
tIOns (MIddle AtlantIC DlvlSlon ) m Norma Veith; Bairds, Marty Djorthe spring of the year.
up; 612, Marian Simpler; Rimby's
The membership is open to sec- Betty Benham; Lynnewood, Phyllis
ond semester freshmen, sopho- Brown; Fircroft, Joyce O'Neill;
mores, and upper classmen. All of Bancroft, Dotty Hale; Glenwood,
those interested in joining should Phyllis Bright; 944, Eleanor Hoffturn in written applications for man; Sprankle, Amy Neznek; Day
membership to the Membership Study, Ellen Estabrook; Curtis,
Committee, Box 15, in the Supply Sam McElroy; Freeland, Jim RobStore.
inson; Brodbeck, Vaughn Garner;
Applications will be accepted un- Derr, Dick Brandlon.
til Monday, October 27.
These students will also sell
Rubies and take orders in their
Don't buy your gal a diamondrespective dorms. For a $2.50 deBuy her a RUBY instead!
posit, a Ruby can be reserved.

I

RECORDED PROGRAM

Recorded concert program for
Thursday, 6:30 p. m.:
1. Beethoven-Coriolan Overture;
2. Mendelssohn-Symphony No. 4
in A Major; 3. Beethoven-Symphony No. 6 in F Major. Everyone
is invited.

LANDl!S

MOTOR CO.

Collegeville & Yerkes, Pa.
FORD SALES and SERVICE

W. H.

GRISTOCK'S SONS

COAL,
LUMBER
and

FEED

Phone: CollegevUle 4641

EPISCOPAL STUDENTS ATTEND
DINNER AT EV ANSBURG CHURCH

Omega Chi

The Episcopal students of UrOmega Chi sorority will open its
social season with a doggie roast sinus were the guests of Reverend
tomorrow evening in the College and Mrs. Platts at the st. James'
Episcopal Church in Evansburg at
woods.
a dinner held on Monday night .
.This was the first meeting of the
Forum
season for the Canterbury ClUb.
(Continued from page 1)
At another meeting next Monday
those who wish to help the schools election of officers will be held.
and universities of Europe, Indo- All those interested in joining are
nesia, India and Asia to preserve invited.
the spark of hope that still flickers
in those who are trying to pr.eserve FTA To Hear Professor Hohlfeld
the little culture and knowledge
that remains in the chaos and famThe first regular meeting of the
ine of a post-war period. Aid to local chapter of Future Teachers
many students means the differ- of America will be held Wednesday
ence between living and not living. evening, October 29th in BombergContributions also diminish na- er Hall. All members are urged to
tional and racial misunderstanding keep this date in mind.
and help lead to a better solution
Mr. Maurice Hoblfeld of the colof world problems.
lege faculty will be the guest s;:JeakDr. Adiseshiah submitted to a er for the evening. He will s!')eak
half-hour barrage of questions. All of his activities in South America
questions were fully answered and this past summer.
the audience was permitted to draw
New FTA members who have
its own conclusions. Both the talk I paid their dues will be officially
and the question period were fol- inducted into the organization at
lowed by long, enthusiastic a p - , this meeting. A social committee
plause.
will also be apPOinted.
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MEET and EAT
AT THE

COLLEGE DINER
First Avenue & Main Street, Collegeville

Never Closed

PERSONAL SUPPLIES
- JEWELRY

-BREAKFAST

-SCHOOL SUPPLIES

SUPPLY

II

STORE

~L

II

"Cross road of the campus"

MODERN Am-CONDITIONED FAMILY DINING ROOM

Telephone: RAdcliff 5-9443

THE

TOWN

RESTAURANT

Steaks

Chops

Seafood

7Je 5V11I:fgftJ/"f
A
WM. V. SUFLAS Ex '45
DENNIS BALLAS

ALWAYS MILDER

II

1018-20 W. LEHIGH AVE.

e

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

c.o,,"J'II

19t7.lK£m _ NYIU

}

BETTER TASTING
a.OLEB SMOKING
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